DC39 Multi floor
The DC39 Multi floor canister vacuum is engineered with Dyson cyclones that capture more dirt
than any other. Featuring Dyson’s Radial Root Cyclone™ technology, reconfigured air channels
reduce turbulence and preserve air pressure, so the inner cyclones can extract more microscopic
particles and expel cleaner air. Suitable for all floor types, the DC39’s Triggerhead tool is the only
turbine head controlled at the handle, so there is no bending down to adjust. A fingertip
control switches the brush bar off for delicate rugs and hard floors and switches on for high
pick-up on carpets. Combined with Dyson Ball™ technology, the DC39 turns on a dime to give
you greater control and easily moves around obstacles. The clear bin allows you to see when it’s
full and empties at the push of a button, minimizing contact with dirt and allergens. DC39 Multi
floor has a non-removable HEPA filter and carries a 5 year warranty, parts and labor guaranteed
by Dyson. And as with all Dyson vacuum cleaners, DC39 Multi floor has no loss of suction.
No bag. No loss of suction.
No awkward moves.
For every floor type.
Carpet, tile, vinyl, wood.
Captures more dirt than any other cyclone
Dyson cyclone technology captures more dirt and microscopic dust than any other. With no loss of
suction.
Radial Root Cyclone™ technology
Reconfigured air channels and improved flow efficiency reduce turbulence and preserve air pressure, so
the inner cyclones can extract more microscopic particles. These refinements help remove more dirt, dust,
allergens and pet hair from the airflow.
Turns on a dime for greater control
The only canister vacuum with a central steering system mechanism. Combined with Dyson Ball™
technology.
Triggerhead tool
The only turbine head controlled at the handle. No bending down. A fingertip control switches the brush
bar off for delicate rugs and hard floors, and switches on for high pick-up on carpets.
Detachable handle
Attach tools directly to clean awkward places.
Engineered for reduced noise levels
No compromise in performance. Essential components are located inside the acoustically treated ball.
Non-removable HEPA filter
Captures allergens, expels cleaner air
Clear bin
Made from tough polycarbonate. Lets you see when it needs emptying.
Includes:
Triggerhead tool- The only turbine head controlled at the handle. No bending down.

Combination tool- Nozzle converts to a brush tool for dusting.
Stair tool- Removes dust and dirt from corners and against vertical edges of stairs.
5 year warranty
Parts and labor.

